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On 1st December 2017 we wrote a thought piece entitled “Is this the Riyal Deal?” on the potential for a sustained market
friendly reform process in Saudi Arabia following the clarification of political secession and the subsequent announcements
of the Saudi Vision 2030 and the National Transformation Plan. The stated goal of these changes was to reduce the Saudi
economy’s reliance on oil by enabling the non-oil economy to grow through reforms to the economic and social structures
within the country. Needless to say we were very optimistic at the end of 2017 and the subsequent stock market
performance numbers have justified our optimism so far:
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Whilst the economic and stock market reforms have continued at pace in Saudi Arabia, there are very significant positive
events going on in the rest of the region as well, specifically in Kuwait which we will also examine in this report.
Starting with Saudi, we will examine both the impact of economic reforms, and the impact of associated stock market
reforms and their potential to continue to drive stock market performance.
Saudi has, for the last 18 months, gone through some of the most radical economic and cultural reforms in the country’s
history. I think we can safely say that three years ago the overwhelming majority of Saudi citizens would not have forecast (or
even dreamt in most cases) that three years later women would be able to drive, men and women would be eating at the
same restaurant tables, cinemas would exist and foreign workers would be leaving in their millions. From the depths of the
oil price fall in 2015, the Saudi budget deficit has been cut to below 5% of GDP from above 15%, with a reduction in subsidies
such as fuel and electricity and reduced expense allowances for government workers leading the way. With very low
government debt levels and a now strong oil price environment the budget deficit can be taken back into balance in a
controlled manner and the focus can be returned to economic growth.
Any major economic reform process will create severe economic dislocations in the short term, the key is having the political
will and power to see them through and therefore propel the economy into the upswing of the J –curve. The impact of 1.5
million expats leaving the country has certainly caused many consumer companies to suffer, particularly those that cater to
the less affluent parts of the population, but this “Saudization” has resulted in huge market share gains for the strongest
companies in their sectors. Healthcare companies are benefiting from a government push to increase private participation in
the industry, entertainment and leisure companies are enjoying much greater cultural freedoms (we have invested in the
largest private gym company in Saudi) and insurance companies look set to benefit from both the proposed enforcement of
mandatory motor insurance and the move towards private medical cover.
In the banking sector we have witnessed very low or non-existent loan growth for the last three years, due both to an
uncertain outlook for corporates (imposition of VAT, anti-corruption process, removal of subsidies and impact on disposable
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and the rapid growth of the nascent mortgage and consumer lending markets will start to become significant.
The fourth quarter of 2018 showed the first tangible signs of these economic policies as GDP grew by 3.6% versus the fourth
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of 2017(the quarter most impacted by economic change) and credit growth to the private sector started to rise after
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two years of stagnation. To highlight the change in economic behaviour of the consumer due largely to the cultural reforms,
point of sale transaction numbers in the restaurant and hotel sector increased by 68% in February 2019 versus February
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To add to the economic story in Saudi, one of the key pillars of the National Transformation programme has been reform of
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Recent research trips to the ‘Kingdom’ have indicated that the political landscape is becoming more conducive to a rise in
investment spending, supported by improving private sector credit dynamics among other factors. Credit growth reached 5%
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history. I think we can safely say that three years ago the overwhelming majority of Saudi citizens would not have forecast (or
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price fall in 2015, the Saudi budget deficit has been cut to below 5% of GDP from above 15%, with a reduction in subsidies
such
25%as fuel and electricity and reduced expense allowances for government workers leading the way. With very low
government debt levels and a now strong oil price environment the budget deficit can be taken back into balance in a
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controlled manner and the focus can be returned to economic growth.
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less affluent parts of the population, but this “Saudization” has resulted in huge market share gains for the strongest
companies in their sectors. Healthcare companies are benefiting from a government push to increase private participation in
the industry, entertainment and leisure companies are enjoying much greater cultural freedoms (we have invested in the
largest private gym company in Saudi) and insurance companies look set to benefit from both the proposed enforcement of
mandatory motor insurance and the move towards private medical cover.
In the banking sector we have witnessed very low or non-existent loan growth for the last three years, due both to an
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uncertain outlook for corporates (imposition of VAT, anti-corruption process, removal of subsidies and impact on disposable
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Whilst the economic and stock market reforms have continued at pace in Saudi Arabia, there are very significant positive
events going on in the rest of the region as well, specifically in Kuwait which we will also examine in this report.
Starting with Saudi, we will examine both the impact of economic reforms, and the impact of associated stock market
reforms and their potential to continue to drive stock market performance.
Saudi has, for the last 18 months, gone through some of the most radical economic and cultural reforms in the country’s
history. I think we can safely say that three years ago the overwhelming majority of Saudi citizens would not have forecast (or
even dreamt in most cases) that three years later women would be able to drive, men and women would be eating at the
same restaurant tables, cinemas would exist and foreign workers would be leaving in their millions. From the depths of the
oil price fall in 2015, the Saudi budget deficit has been cut to below 5% of GDP from above 15%, with a reduction in subsidies
such as fuel and electricity and reduced expense allowances for government workers leading the way. With very low
government debt levels and a now strong oil price environment the budget deficit can be taken back into balance in a
controlled manner and the focus can be returned to economic growth.
Any major economic reform process will create severe economic dislocations in the short term, the key is having the political
will and power to see them through and therefore propel the economy into the upswing of the J –curve. The impact of 1.5
million expats leaving the country has certainly caused many consumer companies to suffer, particularly those that cater to
the less affluent parts of the population, but this “Saudization” has resulted in huge market share gains for the strongest
companies in their sectors. Healthcare companies are benefiting from a government push to increase private participation in
the industry, entertainment and leisure companies are enjoying much greater cultural freedoms (we have invested in the
largest private gym company in Saudi) and insurance companies look set to benefit from both the proposed enforcement of
mandatory motor insurance and the move towards private medical cover.
In the banking sector we have witnessed very low or non-existent loan growth for the last three years, due both to an
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